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The General Post Union of The United States of 

America of 1774 brought forward to the present 

time.  

 

GPU Token 

 

This is an overview as to why people would want to use the 

GPU Token. 
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Section 1- What is the General Post Union? 

1.1 The General Post Union of The United States of America was our 

countries original Union of 1774, and it has been brought back by 

bringing it forward to the present. Our country is The United States of 

America brought forward to the Present time. We are not the United 

States, an entity operating as a federal corporation.  

 

Section 2- Why are we doing this project? 

2.1 Freedom from debt Slavery  

2.11 Almost all currencies (Digital or Physical are privately issued and 

privately owned. The Federal Reserve, for example, is a private 

institution who issues Notes. A debt practice that does not have the 

people of the Americas best interest in mind. If you examine other 

countries around the world you can find the same families operating 

with the same practices enslaving a people. 

 2.2 Securing a Seed Bank and supply for many future generations. 

 2.3 Free and Alternative Energy Projects 

  2.31 Bio-Digestor system  

  2.32 Water fueled Automobiles 

  2.33 Tesla Coil Generator and Electrical Transmissions 

  2.34 Photovoltaic  
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 2.4 Establishing and Maintaining Trusted Suppliers 

  2.41 Non GMO foods 

  2.42 Establishing production of Ethical products. 

 

Section 3- How can this project benefit you? 

3.1 The GPU Coin is a digital currency with no interest, no debt, and no 

taxes. The United States of America is a country, an actual country with a 

permanent population. The Treasury for the Government of The United 

States of America (hereinafter, “Treasury”) services the INCUN. 1454.B5. 

account, this means that the currency issued by the Treasury is backed by 

everything within the metes and bounds and seaward boundaries of the 

country, this includes a persons labor.  

3.2 How can my Labor Be a backing for a National Currency? Let’s say a 

person needs their lawn cut, and another person has the mower. A contract is 

written with specifications of the task that will be performed along with how 

much the contractor charges in Continental Dollar-Labor Backed for mowing 

a lawn. Once the work is completed the person that has had their lawn 

mowed, signs a Treasury Voucher Certificate. The person that provided 

services can spend, hold onto, or liquidate the voucher into Digital or physical 

currency, done through the Treasury for The United States of America. 

3.3 Almost Instantaneously the elderly, the disabled, anyone that has needs, 

just became the greatest asset to the country. This has been tested, and YES! 

This Labored into existence system worked! 

3.4 Many of us believe the original reason crypto currency was made is the 

fact that we do not need bankers; the third party in between us and the 

Treasury, meddling within our pocketbooks and accounts. The idea that we 

are in control of our own wallet and our own financial affairs. The Treasury is 

not a bank, and all of the people can open up their very own Trust Account 

now! 
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Section 4- How did we come to be? 

4.1 It is simple, one day someone claimed the metes and bounds and seaward 

boundaries of The United States of America, which was the beginning of 

bringing the original country back.  

 

Section 5- How many Tokens have been issued?  

5.1 There are 10 billion tokens issued, more than enough to setup projects 

such as a seed bank, free energy station, alternative energy classes, and more 

than enough to turn automobiles into cars that run on water. This is not a get 

rich quick project.  

 

Section 6- Link to the ERC Token Whitepaper 

 6.1 https://erc20.tech/erc20token-whitepaper 

 

Section 7- reign of the heavens is a country. 

7.1 INCUN 1454.b5. account is an access for people of their inheritance 

through Yahushua, Jesus Christ.  

 

Section 8- Conclusion 

8.1 The Government of The United States of America is preparing for the 

bottom to fall out of the United States. People can turn their back on Yahweh 

and His son Yeshua/Jesus for so long before the inevitable happens. Turn 

back and accept the authority of Yeshua/Jesus the Christ before it is too late.  

https://erc20.tech/erc20token-whitepaper

